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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

REGION 5

IN RE:

GREEN JOBWORKS, LLC/ACECO,
LLC

Joint Employers, and

CONSTRUCTION AND MASTER
LABORERS’ LOCAL UNION 11,
LIUNA,

Petitioner.

Case 05-RC-154596

REQUEST FOR REVIEW
OF PETITIONER CONSTRUCTION AND MASTER

LABORERS’ LOCAL UNION 11, LIUNA

The Petitioner, Construction and Master Laborers’ Local Union 11, affiliated with the

Laborers’ International Union of North America, (hereinafter, the “Union” or “Local 11”), files

this Request for Review of Charles Posner, Regional Director of Region 5 of the National Labor

Relations Board’s (“NLRB’s”) Decision and Direction of Election, dated October 21, 2015.

Local 11 filed this request because the Regional Director’s decision is: 1.) Contrary to

the Board’s recent officially reported precedent in Browning-Ferris Industries, 362 NLRB No.

186 (2015) (“BFI”) regarding the standard for finding joint-employer status under the Act; and

2.) The Regional Director’s factual finding that ACECO, LLC lacks control over the terms and

conditions of the employees of Green JobWorks, LLC is clearly erroneous.

This case presents a garden-variety temporary staffing agency, Green JobWorks, LLC,

(“GJW”), working with an asbestos and demolition contractor, ACECO. Despite that the

Regional Director’s decision occurred after the Board’s decision in BFI, the Regional Director

nevertheless found that no joint-employer relationship existed. The case contains evidence that
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ACECO exercises significant influence and control over the employment conditions of GJW

employees, and, indeed, exercises significant control over GJW’s overall operations.

Nevertheless, the Regional Director failed to find a joint employer relationship on the ground

that the control that ACECO exercised either was too limited, too routine, or it was mediated by

the fact that GJW theoretically could fail to follow ACECO’s directives, even though the record

is devoid of examples where GJW did refuse to follow ACECO’s directives. In sum, if the

Regional Director’s decision is permitted to stand, the Board’s decision in BFI will be

eviscerated, and joint employer determinations will continue to be based upon microscopic

parsing of the degree and routineness of the control exercised or held by putative joint

employers. If the more expansive joint-employer doctrine announced in BFI signifies anything,

then it should signify that garden-variety relationships between temporary staffing agencies and

user employers typically create joint-employment relationships. The Board should so hold in

this case and find that a joint-employer relationship is present here. Furthermore, the Board

should amend the Regional Director’s Decision and Direction of Election to specify that

ACECO and GJW are joint employers. Because the bargaining unit for which the Regional

Director ordered an election is identical to the unit that would exist for a joint employer

ACECO-GJW, however, the Board should affirm appropriateness of the election directed by the

Regional Director.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

1. Is the Regional Director’s Decision finding that Green JobWorks and ACECO are not

joint employers consistent with the Board’s officially reported precedent in Browning-

Ferris Industries, 362 NLRB No. 186 (2015)?
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2. Is the Regional Director’s factual finding that ACECO does not co-determine the terms

and conditions of employment of the GJW employees assigned to ACECO clearly

erroneous?

FACTS

A pre-election hearing was held on July 2, 2015. At the hearing, the following

witnesses gave testimony: Larry Lopez, the President of Green Jobworks, LLC (“GJW”), and

Arturo Campos, an employee of the putative joint employer, GJW-ACECO, and Michael

Citren, the president of ACECO.

The first witness of the hearing was Lazaro “Larry” Lopez, the President of GJW.  (R.

21:3-6.) GJW is a construction staffing firm that provides labor in the construction industry (R.

21:7-10.) It focuses on demolition and environmental remediation, especially asbestos and lead

removal. (R. 21:11-16.) GJW started supplying labor to ACECO in 2013. (R. 22:16.)

ACECO often communicates with GJW about its labor needs through text messages.

Lopez testified that ACECO can cause GJW to move GJW employees from one job to another.

(R. 45:24-46:8; Ex. P-5.) ACECO also frequently requests specific GJW employees by name to

be retained on a project, with other employees being laidoff. (R. 57:5-9; 61:5-20; 91:24-92:12;

Ex. P-5; Ex. P-6 at 23.)  ACECO also may request GJW employees by name. (R. 95:6-25;

104:12-105:4.) On occasion, ACECO personnel moved GJW employees without the knowledge

of GJW’s management. (R. 58:24-59:17; Ex. P-5.) Under GJW’s procedures, ACECO must

give approval before employees can work overtime. (R. 71:16-72:25; Ex. P-5.) ACECO also

has the authority to send GJW employees home for the day, causing them to lose hours and

wages. (R. 75:4-22; Ex. P-5.)

Although Lopez was not personally familiar with it, text messages produced by ACECO

appear to show ACECO referring individuals to be hired by GJW. (R. 81:6-15; Ex. P-6.)
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ACECO also can effectively cause the termination of GJW employees. One instance recorded

in text messages shows an ACECO supervisor complaining of a GJW employee Alvaro

Martinez showing up to a project when he should not have. (R. 84:1-17; Ex. P-6.) GJW receives

ACECO’s complaints and terminates the employees shortly thereafter. (Id.) In another instance,

a GJW employee was found away from where he was supposed to be working. ACECO sent a

message to GJW to “make sure he doesn’t show up to DOI [Department of the Interior] until

further notice.” (Ex. P-6 at 17.) ACECO also had authority to transfer GJW employees from

lead to asbestos work. (R. 87:10-89:18; Ex. P-6 at 19.). In one instance, the GJW Chief

Operating Officer (“COO”) asked the ACECO supervisors where they, the ACECO supervisors,

would transfer the GJW employee. (Ex. P-6 at 19.) When the ACECO supervisors told the GJW

COO where the employees would be placed, the GJW COO responded, “Okay, Got it. Perfect.”

(Ex. P-5 at 19.) Lopez confessed that he was confused by the email. (R. 89: 6-10.)

ACECO also can request not to have a specific GJW employee due to the personality

issues that the GJW employee has with ACECO workers. (R. 98:18-99:13.) ACECO also has

sent GJW employees home from ACECO projects based upon the GJW employee’s behavior on

prior projects. (R. 100:3-19; Ex. P-6 at 43.) The response of the GJW COO was “Oh, okay.

Thank you.” (R. 101:9-10.)

The second witness was Arturo Campos, an employee of GJW of three years who has

worked fifteen to twenty jobs with ACECO. Campos testified that ACECO supervisors direct

GJW employees with regard to how they work. Specifically, he testified that they can direct

employees when to remove asbestos outside of a containment area, rather than within a

containment area. (R. 110:21 -111:22).

The President of ACECO, Michael Citren, also testified. Of particular note, Citren

explained that ACECO was responsible for initiating the revision of GJW’s Master Labor
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Services Agreement. (R. 151:8-152:4.) As explained by Citren, the revision of the agreement

was instigated by the petition for an election that Local 11 filed alleging that ACECO and Pro

Labor II, Inc., another temporary staffing company, were joint employers. (Id.) Indeed, Citren

caused language from ACECO’s agreement with Pro Labor to be added to GJW’s Agreement.

(R. 154:12-21.) The revised Master Labor Services Agreement for the first time formally

established the classification of “leadworker” at GJW.

THE DECISION AND DIRECTION OF ELECTION

On October 21, 2015, the Regional Director of Region 5, Charles Posner, issued a

Decision and Direction of Election in this case. In the decision, the Regional Director found that

ACECO and GJW were not a joint employer, yet he nevertheless directed an election for an

appropriate unit consisting of all employees employed by GJW assigned to ACECO.

Regarding the joint employer issue, the Regional Director made the following findings

germane to this request for review. Although the Regional Director acknowledged evidence that

ACECO “can request specific GJW employees,” he determined that this did not constitute

“control” identified in BFI because “GJW is under no obligation to accede to any such requests.”

DDE at 10. The Regional Director also acknowledged evidence of ACECO removing GJW

employees from its job sites. The Regional Director found that this evidence did not favor a joint

employer finding because in two instances the general contractor also wanted the employee

removed. In another example, ACECO sought the removal of an employee due to personality

issues with a supervisor. There, the Regional Director found that GJW merely “was open to

accommodating ACECO’s preferences regarding the employee.”  DDE at 10. In another instance,

a GJW employee reported to an ACECO site after ACECO instructed the employee not to.

Although the report from ACECO led to the employee’s termination, the Regional Director found
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that the evidence did not show that ACECO had the right to demand immediate discharge, as was

present in the BFI case.

With regard to wages, the Regional Director rejected Local 11’s argument that ACECO

co-determined GJW employee’s wages because ACECO had to agree to a reimbursement rate for

wages paid by GJW. The Regional Director’s rejection of this argument appears to be based upon

testimony from GJW’s president Larry Lopez that “GJW employees had the power to

individually negotiate for a higher wage.” DDE at 11. However, later in the DDE the Regional

Director contradicted this conclusion by finding that “GJW pays its employees working at

ACECO sites based on the negotiated contract rates with ACECO. As a result, the wages GJW

employees receive while on ACECO sites may vary from what they are paid for working on other

GJW client sites, even while performing the same type of work.” DDE at 11-12.

With respect to supervision, the Regional Director acknowledged the testimony of Arturo

Campos, a GJW employee, that ACECO supervisors assign his daily tasks. DDE at 12. The

Regional Director did not find this evidence probative of joint-employment status, however,

because “the record fails to show that ACECO’s supervision included showing the GJW

employees how to work.” DDE at 12.

Lastly, the Regional Director appears to have ignored and failed to comment on the

evidence from the Petition that ACECO transferred GJW employees from site to site and from

demolition to asbestos without first informing GJW, or that ACECO identified employees for

layoff by name, or that ACECO had to pre-authorize overtime worked by GJW employees.
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ARGUMENT

I. THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR’S FINDING THAT ACECO AND GJW ARE NOT JOINT

EMPLOYERS IS CONTRARY TO BFI.

A. The Joint Employment Standard under BFI.

BFI involved, as here, one business, Leadpoint, that supplied employees to another

company, Browning Ferris, Inc. (“BFI”). BFI, 332 BFI at *2. BFI operated a recycling center,

and Leadpoint supplied to BFI workers whose job was to sort recyclable materials at the facility.

Id. As in this case, both BFI and Leadpoint employed their own supervisors and leadworkers. Id.

at *3.

With respect to hiring, the record in BFI showed that BFI played no formal role in

recruiting, interviewing, testing, selecting, or hiring Leadpoint personnel. Id. at *3. However,

BFI could cause Leadpoint to cease referring an individual to BFI if that individual was

considered “ineligible” to work for BFI due to past performance issues with BFI. Id. at *3.

With respect to discipline, BFI possessed the power to reject any employee referred to it

by Leadpoint. Id. at *4.The record also disclosed two incidents in which BFI prompted the

discharge of Leadpoint employees. Id. at *4.

With respect to wages and benefits, as in this case, Leadpoint worked on a cost-plus

basis in which it was reimbursed for its costs, plus a mark-up. When the minimum wage

increased, BFI agreed to pay Leadpoint a higher rate. Id. at *4. As in this case, Leadpoint was

responsible for all of the financial aspects of employment for the Leadpoint workers, including

wages and all benefits. Id. at *4.

With respect to productivity, the record showed that BFI established the shifts, the

headcounts of workers, and determined which lines would run. BFI also set productivity

standards and worked directly with Leadpoint workers to address productivity issues, including

the Leadpoint workers’ use of an emergency stop switch.
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The record also showed that BFI held meetings to directly train Leadpoint workers

regarding aspects of the work. The contract between BFI and Leadpoint afforded BFI the right

to examine Leadpoints books. While BFI had the right to insist that no Leadpoint worker be

assigned to BFI for more than 6 months, BFI had not invoked that provision.

Based upon the foregoing facts, the Board ruled that BFI and Leadpoint were joint

employers because they co-determined the employment relationship of the Leadpoint employees.

In making this ruling, the Board explicitly overruled Laerco, TLI, A&M Property, and Airborne

Express, cases that imposed highly specific factual showings before a joint-employer relationship

could be found. In general, the overruled cases required the following showings be made before a

joint-employer relationship could be found: 1.) evidence of direct and immediate control over

employees rather than mediated or indirect control; 2.) consideration only of the actual practices

of the parties rather than the contract provisions; and 3.) requiring an employer’s control to be

substantial and not “limited and routine.” In rejecting these narrow requirements for finding a

joint-employer relationship, the Board endorsed the following revised standard:

[T]wo or more entities are joint employers of a single work force if they are both
employers within the meaning of the common law, and if they share or
codetermine those matters governing the essential terms and conditions of
employment.”

The Board specified that essential terms and conditions of employment include all of the

following: wages, hours, dictating the number of workers to be supplied, controlling scheduling,

seniority, over-time, and assigning work and determining the manner and method of work

performance. Id. at *15.

Under the revised standard, it no longer is determinative whether authority or control is

contractually reserved but not exercised. Id. Nor is it determinative whether the control over the

workforce is direct, immediate, or only “limited and routine.” Id. Rather, “the right to control, in

the common law sense, is probative of joint-employer status, as is the actual exercise of control,
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whether direct or indirect.” Id. at 16. Importantly, the touchstone under the revised standard is

whether “the putative joint employer’s control … permit[s] meaningful collective bargaining.” Id.

at 16.

B. ACECO and GJW Are Joint Employers Under BFI.

The instant case is factually indistinguishable from BFI. BFI involved, as here, one

business, Leadpoint, that supplied employees to another company, Browning Ferris, Inc.

(“BFI”). BFI, 332 BFI at *2. Also like the instant case, both BFI and Leadpoint employed

supervisors and leadworkers. Id. at *3. Here, Green JobWorks supplies workers to ACECO.

ACECO provides supervisors, while Green JobWorks, starting in May 2015, provides

leadworkers to job sites.

With respect to hiring, the record in BFI showed that BFI played no formal role in

recruiting, interviewing, testing, selecting, or hiring Leadpoint personnel. Id. at *3. In contrast,

in this case text messages produced by ACECO appear to show ACECO referring individuals to

be hired by GJW. (R. 81:6-15; Ex. P-6.)

In BFI, BFI could cause Leadpoint to cease referring an individual if they were

considered “ineligible” to work for BFI due to past performance issues with BFI. Id. at *3. With

respect to discipline, BFI possessed the power to reject any employee referred to it by

Leadpoint. Id. at *4. The record in BFI also disclosed two incidents in which BFI prompted the

discharge of Leadpoint employees. Id. at *4. Similarly here, the Master Labor Services

Agreement between GJW and ACECO reserves to ACECO the “right to direct GJW

management and/or supervisory personnel to dismiss from the job site/location any GJW staff

member for safety issues or any other reasonable objections to such staff member(s) remaining

on site.” (Em. ACECO Ex 1, at 2.)
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Similar to BFI, the record in this case demonstrates numerous instances in which

ACECO caused Green JobWorks employees to be disciplined and transferred. ACECO also has

the authority to send GJW employees home for the day, causing them to lose hours and wages.

(R. 75:4-22; Ex. P-5.) ACECO also can effectively cause the termination of GJW employees.

One instance recorded in text messages shows an ACECO supervisor complaining of a GJW

employee Alvaro Martinez showing up to a project when he should not have. (R. 84:1-17; Ex.

P-6.) GJW receives ACECO’s complaints and terminates the employees shortly thereafter. (Id.)

In another instance, a GJW employee was found away from where he was supposed to be

working. ACECO sent a message to GJW to “make sure he doesn’t show up to DOI until

further notice.” (Ex. P-6 at 17.)

ACECO also can request not to have a specific GJW employee due to the personality

issues that the GJW employee has with ACECO workers. (R. 98:18-99:13.) ACECO has sent

GJW employees home from ACECO projects based upon the GJW employee’s behavior on

prior projects. (R. 100:3-19; Ex. P-6 at 43.) The response of the GJW COO was “Oh, okay.

Thank you.” (R. 101:9-10.)

With respect to wages and benefits, as in this case, Leadpoint worked on a cost-plus

basis in which it was reimbursed for its costs plus a mark-up. When the minimum wage

increased, BFI agreed to pay Leadpoint a higher rate. Id. at *4.

Similarly, in this case, Green JobWorks operates on a cost-plus basis with ACECO. The

record reflects that Green JobWorks negotiates custom rates for jobs where specialized minimum

wages called prevailing wages under the Davis-Bacon Act apply. (R. 24:22-25:12.) In BFI, the

Board noted that cost-plus arrangements are probative of joint-employment status. See BFI, 368

NLRB at *9 (“Contractual arrangements under which the user employer reimbursed the supplier

for workers’ wages or imposed limits on wages were also viewed as tending to show joint-
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employer status.”), citing cases therein at n.37; see also CNN Am., 361 NLRB No. 47 slip op. at 6

(2014) (relying on parties’ cost-plus arrangement as evidence of joint-employer status). Also as

with BFI, ACECO must give approval before employees can work overtime. (R. 71:16-72:25;

Ex. P-5.)

With respect to the direction of work, the Employers’ brief acknowledges that ACECO

directs the work of Green JobWorks’ employees and monitors performance to ensure that work

is completed as required. See Ers. Post Hearing Br. at 15 (“ACECO’s ‘supervisors’ merely tell

GJW employees which part of the building to perform their work and monitor them in a limited

and routine manner to ensure safety and measures required by law and by Grunley Construction

are in place.”). In addition to this admitted fact, Arturo Campos, an employee of GJW of three

years who has worked fifteen to twenty jobs with ACECO, testified that ACECO supervisors

direct GJW employees with regard to how they work. Specifically, he testified that they can

direct employees when to remove asbestos outside of a containment area, rather than within a

containment area. (R. 110:21 -111:22).

Other facts in this case make the evidence of joint-employer status even stronger than

the facts of BFI. In BFI, the record indicated that BFI set the worker head count, but did not

assign individual workers, Here, by contrast, Lopez testified that ACECO can cause GJW to

move GJW employees from one job to another. (R. 45:24-46:8; Ex. P-5.) ACECO also

frequently requests specific GJW employees by name to be retained on a project, with other

employees being laidoff. (R. 57:5-9; 61:5-20; 91:24-92:12; Ex. P-5; Ex. P-6 at 23.)  ACECO

also may request GJW employees by name. (R. 95:6-25; 104:12-105:4.) On occasion, ACECO

personnel moved GJW employees without the knowledge of GJW’s management. (R. 58:24-

59:17; Ex. P-5.)
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ACECO also has authority to transfer GJW employees from lead to asbestos work. (R.

87:10-89:18; Ex. P-6 at 19.). In one instance, the GJW COO asked the ACECO supervisors

where they, the ACECO supervisors, would transfer the GJW employee. (Ex. P-6 at 19.) When

the ACECO supervisors told the GJW COO where the employees would be placed, the GJW

COO responded, “Okay, Got it. Perfect.” (Ex. P-5 at 19.) Lopez confessed that he was confused

by the email. (R. 89: 6-10.)

In sum, the evidence presented at the hearing demonstrates that GJW and ACECO are

joint employers because they codetermine the conditions of employment for the employees

identified in the petition. This codetermination is demonstrated in text messages that show the

decisive influence of ACECO over matters such as discipline, overtime, layoffs, recall from

layoffs, hiring, on-site supervision, and direction of work. ACECO also provides nearly all tools

and disposable personal protective equipment. At the same time, GJW holds primary

responsibility for the basic components of the employee relationship, such as hiring,

compensation and benefits.

C. The Regional Director’s Decision Reflects the Application of the Board’s Joint
Employment Standard Prior to BFI.

Despite the evidence set forth above that ACECO influenced and controlled GJW

employees with respect to discharge, hiring, supervision, and wages, the Regional Director

found that evidence of ACECO’s influence was not probative of joint-employer status for

reasons that are directly contrary to the Board’s overruling of the Board’s narrow precedents

that preceded its opinion in BFI. For instance, the Regional Director found that the example of

Alvaro Martinez, who was discharged by GJW after receiving a negative report from ACECO,

was not probative because of questions regarding whether GJW or ACECO was truly

responsible for Martinez’s termination. Essentially, the Regional Director is objecting that the

Martinez example does not clearly show that ACECO has direct and immediate power to
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discharge GJW employees. BFI, however, makes clear that it does not matter whether a

putative joint employer’s control is indirect or mediated, as opposed to immediate and direct.

Yet the Regional Director disregarded this guidance from BFI.

Similarly, the Regional Director found that Campos’ testimony regarding ACECO’s

assignment of daily tasks was not probative because “the record fails to show that ACECO’s

supervision included showing the GJW employees how to work.” DDE at 12. The demand for

evidence that a putative joint employer must direct how an employee works arises from G. Wes

Limited Co., 309 NLRB 225, 226 (1992), an authority that is progeny of Laerco and was rejected

by the Board in BFI.

II. THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR’S FINDING THAT ACECO DOES NOT CO-DETERMINE

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT OF GJW EMPLOYEES IS CLEARLY

ERRONEOUS.

The Regional Director’s finding that ACECO does not co-determine the terms and

conditions of employment of GJW employees is clearly erroneous. In addition to the

overwhelming evidence discussed above, the Regional Director also failed to even acknowledge

additional evidence put forth by the Petitioner.  Lopez testified that ACECO can cause GJW to

move GJW employees from one job to another. (R. 45:24-46:8; Ex. P-5.) ACECO also

frequently requests specific GJW employees by name to be retained on a project, with other

employees being laidoff. (R. 57:5-9; 61:5-20; 91:24-92:12; Ex. P-5; Ex. P-6 at 23.)  ACECO

also may request GJW employees by name. (R. 95:6-25; 104:12-105:4.) On occasion, ACECO

personnel moved GJW employees without the knowledge of GJW’s management. (R. 58:24-

59:17; Ex. P-5.)

ACECO also has authority to transfer GJW employees from lead to asbestos work. (R.

87:10-89:18; Ex. P-6 at 19.). In one instance, the GJW COO asked the ACECO supervisors

where they, the ACECO supervisors, would transfer the GJW employee. (Ex. P-6 at 19.) When
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the ACECO supervisors told the GJW COO where the employees would be placed, the GJW

COO responded, “Okay, Got it. Perfect.” (Ex. P-5 at 19.) Lopez confessed that he was confused

by the email. (R. 89: 6-10.) The Regional Director appears to have ignored and otherwise failed

to comment on this evidence.

In addition, the Regional Director’s decision contains contradictory findings with

respect to ACECO’s influence over GJW’s employees’ wages. The Regional Director rejected

Local 11’s argument that ACECO co-determined GJW employees’ wages because ACECO had

to agree to a reimbursement rate for wages paid by GJW. The Regional Director’s rejection of

this argument appears to be based upon testimony from GJW’s president Larry Lopez that

“GJW employees had the power to individually negotiate for a higher wage.” DDE at 11.

However, later in the DDE the Regional Director contradicted this conclusion by finding that

“GJW pays its employees working at ACECO sites based on the negotiated contract rates with

ACECO. As a result, the wages GJW employees receive while on ACECO sites may vary from

what they are paid for working on other GJW client sites, even while performing the same type

of work.” DDE at 11-12. This latter finding appears to find, in substance, that ACECO exerts an

individual influence on GJW employees’ wages, and finding that should have supported a joint

employer determination. In addition, the Regional Director ignored evidence that, under GJW’s

procedures, ACECO must give approval before employees can work overtime. (R. 71:16-72:25;

Ex. P-5.) Based upon these errors, the Regional Director’s determination that ACECO and GJW

do not co-determine the terms and conditions of employment for GJW employees should be

overturned as clear error.

III. LOCAL 11 CANNOT EFFECTIVELY BARGAIN WITH GJW WITHOUT THE
PARTICIPATION OF ACECO.

Based upon all of the evidence of control that ACECO possesses over job assignments,

transfers, bill rates, overtime, discipline, and supervision, it is clear that ACECO has a meaningful
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role to play in collective bargaining with respect to employees supplied by Green JobWorks.

Without ACECO’s participation in collective bargaining, it is unclear how the Union could

negotiate meaningful provisions regarding neutral and fair referral practices, seniority in layoffs,

wages, overtime, discipline, breaks, productivity, or schedule, because ACECO exerts so much

influence over all of these issues for Green JobWorks employees. In light of this degree of control,

the proper decision under BFI is to find the joint-employer status in order to facilitate collective

bargaining that will occur in the event that the workers choose collective representation.

CONCLUSION

Following BFI, this case offers a clear case of a joint-employer relationship. The Board

should amend the Regional Director’s Decision and Direction of Election to specify that

ACECO and GJW are joint employers. Because the bargaining unit for which the Regional

Director ordered an election is identical to the unit that would exist for joint employer

ACECO-GJW, however, the Board should affirm appropriateness of the election directed by

the Regional Director.

November 4, 2015 Respectfully submitted,

/s/Brian J. Petruska
Brian J. Petruska
bpetruska@maliuna.org
General Counsel
Laborers’ Mid-Atlantic Regional Organizing

Coalition
11951 Freedom Drive, Rm. 310
Reston, Virginia 20190
Tel: 703-476-2538
Fax: 703-860-1865
Attorney to Petitioner Construction & Master

Laborers’ Local Union 11, LIUNA
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